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Kissing games have been around for quite sometime now. They are the spice of many parties. A
good example is the Spin the Bottle which has been played in thousands of parties, by all ages and
in many different countries. Now, thanks to the advent of the Internet, you can play a kissing game
anytime you want and wherever you are.

The popularity of the game has resulted to a wide array of online offerings. There are just so many
choices that choosing the one to play can be quite a challenge. Keep in mind though that not all free
kissing games are interesting so take time to browse the many different options to find the right one
for you.

The Many Options of a Kissing Game:

Despite the availability of the game in many different versions, all have one thing in commonâ€”kissing.
The best part of an online kissing game is you get to play it anytime, anywhere. Getting to know
some of the games available online will help you find the one that will interest you quickly and easily.

The Birthday Kiss game involves a scenario in which it is your birthday and you have invited your
boyfriend and his friends in a party with your family. To score points, you need to have a kiss from
your boyfriend without your family seeing it.

The Seven Minutes in Heaven involves a couple under the table trying to kiss each other. You gain
a score each time you and your partner kiss each other. And the longer you both kiss, the many
points you earned which will allow you then to proceed to the next level. The challenge in this game
is how to keep the intruders away.

One of the most popular kissing games is Marry Justin Bieber. It features young singer Justin Bieber
who is set to marry his fiancÃ©e on an island. You score points by making sure Bieber and his fiancÃ©e
get to kiss for a long time without being interrupted by other people or creatures.

Cinema Kiss is a kissing game version that involves you and your boyfriend doing some smooching
inside the cinema. To score a point, you and your boyfriend should kiss without anyone seeing it. If
you need to kiss, you just left click the mouse and remain holding it as long as you kiss. Release
your hold on the mouse as soon as a person pops out from behind the seat so that you and your
boyfriend will not be caught kissing.

Another exciting kissing game is the Magic Kissing. You will be tasked by your mentor to destroy the
skeletons featured around the map. However, you need a kiss from your laboratory partner to boost
your morale. But make sure that the animals of your mentor will not see you and your partner
kissing.

Space Kiss is an adventure kissing game that involves space trainees who are bored of shooting
asteroids. To break the monotony, the trainees kissed each other discreetly while at the same time,
shoot asteroids for additional points. The scores depend on the length of the kiss and the challenge
is brought about by people watching the trainees.
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Elissa Joyce - About Author:
You have many choices of a free kissing games ora kissing games online. Having an overview of
the scenarios and mechanics of each game would greatly help you in making a good choice. Check
out kissinggames.org for excellent choices of kissing games.
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